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653132 8/26/19

Customer reports 
there needs to be 
more inspectors 
on board of the 
MAX 

I understand you do have inspectors  but here’s the problem, it’s not enough to deter the vagrants and as a result, your riders have to deal with the problems daily. I’d 
ride a bus if it was an option because the driver screens riders. Tri-met needs to step up security on the Max and deter these vagrants from boarding. It’s not sufficient 
to say you have inspectors if the problem persists. It’s getting to the point that people would rather pay to park instead of ride. I’d rather see the problem addressed 

 instead of changing my commuting mode. If declining ridership is acceptable to Tri-met, so be it
 
...and I’ll add the fact that my complaint is a result of over 10 years of riding the Max and it’s rare that I have ever seen inspectors board. So accept my complaint with 
that context. I and other riders are getting to a point that the lack of effort from Tri-met in this realm is forcing us to examine other methods of commuting. If this issue is 

 taken seriously then we should see a sustained response in force. If not then continue with your strategy.

653492 8/29/19

policy dispute - 
would like bus 
operators to 
enforce fare

 a person rode for free on the bus today
 if trimet police get on the bus and the guy gets caught

 why can't the operator stop them from riding
I paid my fare and lost it I better not have to pay $175.

654277 9/8/19

Homeless man 
sleeping across 5 
chairs

Just leaving the airport, with a homeless guy sleeping across 5 seats on car 211 and smelling so bad that everyone got off that car and squished into the ride to get 
them out of the airport! Right now they know just how to take advantage, and it's only going to get worse when it gets colder.  Just that if they don't pay they need to be 

 kicked off. Security and fare checkers need to do their jobs. Airport police actually give out free tickets to  
211 is the one the homeless guy was on. 317 is the one everyone else squished onto when we left PDX. thanks for the replies .. I'll try to send a general  comment to 
the email regarding the need for fare checkers and security who actually follow through with the "valid fare required" notices. That was the # I saw outside .. I just 
noticed that car I'm on says 316B inside

655176 9/17/19
Fare 
enforcement

bus #2921.,at 5;45 am on sunday,.sept 15th 2019yr male white man driver .,,on,.,bus#6 rte., too janzeebeach ,.,.stops on stark street .,at camping world.,outside is 
alcoholics & drug users ,.,.drunks ,..,from city team church.,,.banned in the rain,.,.for selling bus pass"es stolen illegally too drink beer & smoke reg cigs and as 
well,..as sell all clothes & trade for drugs too stand in front of the bus stop shelter & use cans of spray paint,.,. last wed a colored lady allowed 4x5x alcoloics men too 
ride in wheelchair too max transferr with no paid fare or i hop fare,.,.,..at 6am.,,or 1st bus#6 of the day at stark street,.,. & streetcar,.,.in teh rain the wheelchair,..,users 
of drugs & other items blocked paid customers,,.inside strecar from sitting down & the drivers do not ask for bus fare .,,.on the bus # 6 rte a colored lady allowed them 
too remain inside the bus cutting in line too broard in rain with no fare or receipts,. after asking them for fare they say 4x5x men rule,..,we will not leave .,,.,.,.i was first 
with vets volunteer.,,.and we had bus fare ,.i need the wheelchair ramp & chairs for us too ride 2x stops,.,becuase we paid for the ride,., on tri met.,,.,.,we ask 2x3x"s 
this mnth for the driver too exit the disabled with no fare ..,so?? we could sit down.,on the bus#6.,,.the wheelchair people did not pay for the bus #6 or streetcar or 
max,..,,..,and often push themselves in front of paid people too say.,,.they did not get a free tickets from city team church.,,soup line meals and 
donations,.,acceptted,.,.smoke cigs & weed ,.,.says bad laugange too staff and appearing buys stop people.,paid too sit down ,.,. inside the bus#6.,,.must stand in exit 
or rows.,,.with stuff.,.,becuase the driver allows alcolics smokers,.,too rid e& transferr too max & streetcar,m,.,.with no fare or ihop card,..,AND THEY SHOULD BE 
ARRESTTED AND THE DRIVER COLORED ON WED DID THEY SAME THING,.,.,AND WE OUR 1X2X PEOPLE PAID FOR THE RIDE TOO TRANSFERR AT 5;45 
AM ,..,EVERYDAY,.,.AND THE HOMELESS,.,WITH NO BUS FARE,.,SHOULD NOT ALLOW TOO BOARD WITH THERE JOKES,.,THAT IHOP DOES NOT 
WORK.,.ITS DOES,.,.,.AND THEY DID NOT DEPOSIT FARE OF PURCHASED A MNTHLY BUS PASS,.,.AND DO NOT WORK OR VOLUNTEER,.AT CITY TEAM 

 EVERYDAY,..,.
 

 Where did this happen?
 5;45 AM AND 6AM EVERYDAY

PRR 2019-585



655732 9/21/19

Request for more 
security at the 
Cleveland MAX 
Station in the 
early morning.

 Hi, 
I just wanted to report an incident that happened this morning and also things that are going on continuously. i take the Blue line from Gresham (Cleveland Station) 
every morning. There used to be an employee who would empty the train of people that were sleeping in the train that was coming in. He would make sure they didn't 
get on the train that was going out unless they bought a ticket. (He would even get on the train going out and check tickets of passengers). This person did a great job. 
Today there was a new person removing these folks from the incoming train. He then pointed them in the direction of the train that was leaving. All of the people on 

 that train came over to the outgoing train and got back on without purchasing a ticket. One person had so much stuff they took up about 4 seats. 
The old employee used to watch to make sure these sleepers didn't get back on the outgoing train unless they paid. In the past week I've seen 3 people under the 
influence of i don't know what. It is very scary to sit on the train not knowing when the freak out will start. I haven't seen a fair inspector or security on the train in at 
least a year. Can you 1. Bring back the other employee that was more on top of securing the train in Gresham and 2. have fair inspectors out in Gresham for the early 

 morning commute? Thank you. I know that a lot of these issues are frustrating to your organization also. :)
 

 Where did this happen?
 Cleveland station blue line to Portland

 
 Route or Location

 Blue Line to Gresham
 

 TRIMET CS: When did this happen? 
 September 20, 2019

 
 Time of incident

 6:23am

656730 10/1/19
More security 
needed on MAX

 Can you get more security and ticket checkers.
 I rode the yellow line and there was a homeless man who had a bunch

 of bags all laid out and another person who had his bike laid out.
 People were uncomfortable b/c the man was talking to himself and screaming. 

658512 10/18/19
Enforce the fare 
system

 I just read that a woman who is 39 that got hit by a skateboarder
 the management needs to make sure that people pay the proper fare.

 The open system in Portlandia is a joke. 
 There's bum with their shopping carts and their garbage. 

You need to enforce he fare system.

659010 10/23/19

Thank you for 
enforcing fare 
system

 Applauds new fare enforcement 
 My wife & I ride the trimet system. I'm a frequent user of MAX.

 I applaud the decision about increasing fare inspectors. 
 I think its about time.

 I saw the article in the Oregonian today about the backlash from some 
 folks who want to ride for free and call it harassment this and that if you're asked for a ticket. 

 I think that's insane that argument. We've been riding we've been checked we have a ticket
 and we show it. That's part of the deal. I didn't want you left with that Twitter negative feedback. 

 I'm not on Twitter, not on Facebook. ?Thank you for enforcing the rules and the fares.
 People need to pay their fare share or not ride.

 Thank you!
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